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No 21 Cont*d

11.60 the word in his tomb.
But baimtho makes it,/the tomb. It connects iI up with the word, high place. Tomb is

always up and never down. It's up except of course in the (11.35
me

Then this is an inorganic projhecy, and it seems to $ that the verse 9 really

should not be one verse. That should be divided because I do not see any connection

between doing no voilencej and his making his grave with the wicked, Unless it *ü was

of course although he has done no violence, even so, what wou'd that have to do

with the rich? Did he make his grave &J1% with the rich because he had done
e

no violence, and had no deq'it? There are plency of rich who are involved in
/ and

violence and in deceit. It is not a basis for that, because $ü/ neither is

although actually rich and poor, violence and deceipt are not terribly thought of,

they cut the cross, there are pleb.çy o violen xaxx±Ekxu*Kx violent rich people
who are rich

and there are plenty of violent poor people, plenty of U$ people/and plenty of
rich people

pooôr peoplel who are poor, there are plenty of deceitful t$4 and plenty of

p,U/ deceipful poor peole, so that neither because nor although has much con
some with the grave with

nection with }/)1/ the rich in his death might conceivably have ô/04//
a

6ié/ the wicked. It seems to me that it would be/far better j$ interpretation
division

instead of putting a paragraph/in thebeginAing 6f verse 10 as this edition of the

Bible I have here doesj///to take the last part of nine as the introductory to 10,

to takt that although he had done no violence, and there was no deceit in his

mouth, yet it pleased the Lord to bruise him. The Lord is pleased to bring calamity
it

and misery in this world, in this world of sin, And he brings/upon the sinners, but
in

here we have one whm there is no violence, there is no decet, there is no reason

'hy he should for any sin of his own, yet the the Lord does

bruise him. It is % utterly an unexpected thing, something that does not relate to

the ordinary circumstances, because this is a veey extra-ordinary circumstances1
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